An efficiency calculation model for ball screws by accounting for lead errors
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Abstract. Transmission efficiency is a pivotal indicator, providing a comprehensive view of the overall performance of a ball screw. While extensive research has predominantly focused on computing transmission efficiency across various operating conditions, the factors influencing the variability have often been overlooked. This study introduces an innovative method for computing transmission efficiency, which considers lead error, drawing on deformation coordination theory and load distribution. Multiple ball screws of varying precision grades underwent rigorous testing to quantify lead errors. Subsequently, each screw was matched with an identical set of nuts to measure the respective transmission efficiencies. Experimental results reveal a linear correlation between lead error and transmission efficiency when both lead error and uneven ball load distribution in ball screws are considered. The relative error between the calculated transmission efficiency results and experimental values for ball screws of different precision grades falls within the range of 0 % to 7.42 %, confirming the validity of the proposed model in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Ball screws are extensively utilized in high-precision machinery, 3D printing, and industrial robots due to the remarkable attributes, including high accuracy, low friction, and exceptional transmission efficiency. Transmission efficiency, denoting the ratio of input to output power, typically expressed as a percentage, holds paramount importance in ball screws, particularly in applications requiring precise positioning and the transfer of substantial torque [1]. Efficient ball screw systems not only curtail energy consumption and minimize heat generation but also elevate the overall system performance. Friction torque emerges as a primary source of energy dissipation within ball screws, where a higher friction torque corresponds to lower transmission efficiency [2]. Hence, the reduction of friction torque is imperative for augmenting transmission efficiency. In ball screws, friction torque predominantly originates from the interaction between the balls and the raceway. Concurrently, the lead error persists within ball screws, signifying the variance between actual and theoretical displacement [3]. This factor plays a critical role in upholding the accuracy and dependability of the ball screw system. To comprehensively assess the forces acting on each ball in a ball screw, an analysis of load distribution is essential.

Xu et al. [4] developed a systematic analysis model for calculating ball screw friction torque through creep analysis and force balance principles. Based on the equilibrium of the forces and moments acting on the ball. Olaru et al. [5] proposed a novel friction model to estimate friction losses. Oh et al. [6] formulated an explicit friction torque model considering both the applied load and viscous friction terms. Zhang et al. [7] provided insights into the differences between the ball-screw and ball-nut interfaces regarding lubrication and friction. They made a transient mixed lubrication model for grease-lubricated ball screw mechanisms. It is worth noting that all of the previously mentioned research assumes uniform ball loading and omits consideration of the influence of the lead error on friction torque calculation.

To holistically evaluate the forces affecting individual balls within a ball screw, analyzing load...
distribution is imperative. Mei et al. [8] delved into load distribution in ball screws, particularly emphasizing the effects of negative and positive geometric errors on ball loads. Employing experimental techniques like photoelasticity and mark-tracking methods, Bertolaso et al. [9] determined load distribution in ball screw systems. Liu et al. [10] introduced a novel method for analyzing static load distribution in ball screws, accounting for nut position variations and streamlining the analysis via a transformed coordinate system. Lin et al. [11] presented a low-order static load distribution model for ball screws, considering lateral deformations and geometric errors, which provided accurate predictions while demanding reduced computational resources. Nevertheless, previous studies on load distribution overlooked the impact of lead error and variations in contact angles due to ball deformation and applied loads. Moreover, these studies lacked experimental validation.

This paper investigates the impact of lead error on the load distribution in ball screws and establishes a correlation between lead error and friction torque, culminating in the developing of a transmission efficiency calculation model. Experimental verification is undertaken to measure lead error in screws of various precision grades, and the respective transmission efficiency of the ball screw is evaluated.

2. Theoretical analysis

2.1. Load distribution model considering lead error

Lead error, representing the disparity between the actual pitch and the designated or theoretical value, can be attributed to various factors, including manufacturing imperfections, assembly inaccuracies, material characteristics, friction, and environmental variables. These discrepancies can lead to deviations in the positioning and movement of the ball screw, consequently diminishing the precision and overall performance. To counteract axis elongation due to temperature fluctuations or applied loads during operation, it is typical to keep the lead error below 0. Fig. 1 illustrates contact analysis of a double-nut ball screw subjected to preload, revealing a two-point contact configuration between each ball and the raceway, achieved by inserting a spacer between the nuts to generate preload. The $i$-th contact unit pertains to the contact regions between the $(i-1)$th and the $i$th balls. By considering the coordinate deformations among the nut, screw, and balls, the following equation can be derived:

$$\Delta L_n^i - \sigma^i = \Delta L_s^i + \Delta s^i + \Delta P_n \cos \beta / n - \sigma^{i-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the subscript $s$, $n$ denote the screw and nut, respectively, and the superscript $i$ denotes the $i$-th unit. $\sigma$ denotes the amount of axial deformation, $\Delta P_n$ denotes the lead error, $\beta$ denotes the lead angle, $n$ denotes the count of active balls within a single raceway circuit. $\Delta L$ denotes the axial elongation, which can be written as follows:

$$\Delta L_n^i = \Delta L_s^i = \frac{P_h}{n},$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $P_h$ denotes the helical pitch, which refers to the axial distance that a ball screw advances with a single complete revolution.

The $i$-th axial deformations of the screw and nut, represented as $\Delta s^i$ and $\Delta n^i$, can be expressed as follows [8]:

$$\begin{cases}
\Delta s^i = \Delta L_s^i \frac{F_s^i}{E_s \cdot A_s}, \\
\Delta n^i = \Delta L_n^i \frac{F_n^i}{E_n \cdot A_n},
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)
where $E$ denotes Young’s elastic modulus, $A$ denotes the cross-sectional area, and $F_i$ denotes the axial force of the $i$-th unit, which can be written as [10]:

$$F_s^i = F_n^i = F_a - \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} F_a^j.$$  

(4)

**Fig. 1.** Contact analysis between the ball and the raceway

The total axial force $F_a$ can be written as the sum of each ball $N$ with normal force $Q^i$ applied [12]:

$$F_a = \sum_{i=1}^{N} F_a^i = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Q^i \sin \alpha_i \cos \beta,$$

(5)

where $\alpha$ denotes the contact angle. $Q^i = \left(\delta_b^i / c_k c_E^2\right)^{3/2}$, $c_k$ denotes the stiffness coefficient, $c_E$ denotes the material constant, and $\delta_0$ denotes the normal deformation of the balls.

Following the simplification of Eq. (1), the following expression can be obtained:

$$\sigma^i - \sigma^{i-1} = -(\Delta s^i + \Delta n^i) - \Delta P_h \cos \beta / n.$$  

(6)

By combining Eq. (3), Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), the axial force can be re-written as:

$$F_a = \left(\sigma^i - \sigma^{i-1} - \frac{\Delta P_h \cos \beta}{n}\right) \cdot \frac{1}{4} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{E_s A_s} + \frac{1}{E_n A_n} \right) \cdot \frac{P_h}{n} \right] + \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \left[ \left( \frac{\delta_b^i}{c_k c_E^2} \right)^{3/2} \sin \alpha_i \cos \beta \right].$$

(7)

**Fig. 2** exhibits the contact deformation analysis diagram of the $i$-th ball. The relationship between the normal deformation $\delta_b^i$ and the contact angle $\alpha_i$ of the $i$-th unit can be analyzed and written as follows:

$$\begin{cases} 
\delta_b^i = \sqrt{(r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma^i)^2 + (r_0 \cos \alpha_0)^2 - r_0}, \\
\sin \alpha_i = \frac{r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma^i}{r_0 + \delta_b^i}, \\
r_0 = r_s + r_n - 2r_b,
\end{cases}$$

(8)

where the $r_s$ and $r_n$ denotes the radius curvature of the screw and nut, respectively, $r_b$ denotes the ball radius.

In Section 3, simulation results and accompanying discussions regarding the total axial
deformation of the balls and the total axial deformation of the nut and screw are provided. The calculation results indicate a significant disparity between the sum of axial deformations in the nut and screw compared to the sum of axial deformations in the balls. Consequently, when calculating the axial deformation of each loaded ball, the deformation in the nut and screw can be safely disregarded. In this context, the axial deformation can be represented as a linear function by merely computing the axial deformation of the first ball and considering the geometric relationships between each ball:

\[ \sigma^i = \sigma^1 + k(i - 1). \]  

(9)

2.2. The transmission efficiency calculation model

The transmission efficiency calculation model can be given as [13]:

\[ \eta = \frac{F_a \cdot v}{M_{input} \cdot w_c}. \]  

(10)

where \( v \) denotes the linear velocity of the nut, \( w_c \) denotes the screw rotation speed, \( M_{input} = M_f + M_v + M_b \), and \( M_v \) denotes the term of viscous friction torque due to lubrication condition [6]. \( M_b \) denotes the friction torque generated by the supported bearings [14]. Based on the friction torque model proposed in Ref [15], the friction torque due to the axial load can be written as:

\[ M_f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} M^i_f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mu \cdot F_{a} \cdot (r_m + r_b \cdot \cos \alpha_i) \cdot \cos \beta, \]  

(11)

where \( N \) denotes the total number of the balls, \( \mu \) denotes the friction coefficient, \( r_m \) denotes the radius of the screw.

It is worth emphasizing that the introducing of an axial load to the ball screw alters the dynamics of the interaction between the balls and the raceway, akin to the impact of preload. Both preload and axial load affect the contact conditions between the balls and the raceway, leading to changes in the ball-to-raceway interaction [15]. In this research, the preload, which is preconfigured with a gasket before testing, is regarded as equivalent to the axial load without an external load. Thus, the preload is considered as the axial load and can be expressed as follows:

\[ F_p = \sum_{i=1}^{N} F^i_p = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Q^i \sin \alpha_i \cos \beta. \]  

(12)
Moreover, Eq. (11) can be re-written as:

$$M_f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} M_f^i = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mu \cdot F_p^i \cdot (r_m + r_b \cdot \cos \alpha_i) \cdot \cos \beta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Then, the normal deformation of the ball and the associated contact alteration resulting from the applied axial offset $\sigma$ of the preload can be expressed as follows:

$$\begin{aligned}
\delta_b &= \sqrt{(r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma)^2 + (r_0 \cos \alpha_0)^2} - r_0, \\
\alpha &= \arcsin \frac{r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma}{\sqrt{(r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma)^2 + (r_0 \cos \alpha_0)^2}}, \\
Q &= (c_h c_e^2 \delta_b^3)^3.
\end{aligned}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

If the average value of lead error for the $m$ circles is defined as $E_T$ ($E_T < 0$), the lead error for a single circle can be expressed as $\Delta P_h = E_T / m$. The lead error for each individual ball can be described as $\Delta P_h = E_T / (mN)$, where ($\Delta P_h < 0$). Consequently, the spacing between each ball can be represented as $P_a - \Delta P_a$.

Building on Eq (9), when the deformation of the first ball is assumed to be $a$, the distance of the $i$-th ball to the screw axial can be expressed as follows:

$$\Delta L_i = a + \Delta P_a(i - 1).$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The axial deformation of the $i$-th ball $\sigma^i_b$ can be written as:

$$\sigma^i_b = \sigma + \Delta L^i \cos \beta = \sigma + [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The normal deformation $\delta^i_n$ and the contact angle $\alpha_i$ can be written as:

$$\begin{aligned}
\delta^i_n &= \sqrt{(r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma + [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta)^2 + (r_0 \cos \alpha_0)^2}, \\
\alpha_i &= \arcsin \frac{r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma + [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta}{r_0 + \delta^i_n}.
\end{aligned}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Similarly, when $\Delta P_h > 0$:

$$\begin{aligned}
\sigma^i_b &= \sigma - \Delta L^i \cos \beta = \sigma - [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta, \\
\delta^i_b &= \sqrt{(r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma - [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta)^2 + (r_0 \cos \alpha_0)^2}, \\
\alpha_i &= \arcsin \frac{r_0 \sin \alpha_0 + \sigma - [a + \Delta P_a(i - 1)] \cos \beta}{r_0 + \delta^i_b}.
\end{aligned}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

3. Experimental verification

The specifications of the tested ball screws are presented in Table 1. The experimental verification necessitates the utilization of lead error measuring equipment and transmission efficiency equipment. The lead error measuring equipment, depicted in Fig. 3, encompasses several crucial components: a linear motor, a headstock, a workbench, a circular grating, a laser displacement sensor, a measuring probe, a support unit, and a tailstock. An air float system is employed to minimize friction during workbench movement, and the test precision is enhanced by using a laser displacement sensor. The measurement setup for the screw entails a linear motor to drive the ball screw. A measuring probe connected to the workbench uses the screw raceway to
enable axial movement. A laser displacement sensor is integrated into the measurement equipment to capture axial displacement, with a circular grating affixed to the motor for measuring rotation angles, facilitating the calculation of theoretical displacement. The variance between the actual axial displacement and the theoretical axial displacement constitutes the lead error. In this evaluation, the lead errors for screws of various precision grades were measured without the installation of nuts. Following this, each screw was combined with an identical set of nuts, gaskets, and balls to create an assembled ball screw system, incorporating varying levels of preload generation. Subsequently, the transmission efficiency values of each ball screw were determined using the transmission efficiency equipment, as described in Ref [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Specification of the ball screw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curvature radius of nut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curvature radius of screw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 4 illustrates the theoretical results of the contact angle and the normal force variation as lead error increases across different precision grades. Following GB/T 17587.3-2017 [17], the precision of ball screws gradually decreases from P1 to P5. In the case of P5, the effective distance of the ball screw ranges between 550-630 mm, leading to a corresponding lead error fluctuating within the range of approximately ±32 μm. For that, the lead error in each raceway is around ±0.5 μm. Consequently, the lead error $\Delta P_h$ for accuracy grades from P4 to P1 can be specified as ±0.4 μm, ±0.3 μm, ±0.2 μm, ±0.1 μm, respectively. As a result, the lead error $\Delta P_h$ should be considered within the range –0.5 μm to +0.5 μm. It is evident that the lead error significantly affects the uniformity of the contact angles and the load distribution of the normal force. When the lead error $\Delta P_h < 0$, the gap between the screw-raceway and the nut-raceway decreases, causing ball compression. As the number of balls accumulates, the offset between the screw and nut raceways increases, resulting in greater ball and raceway extrusion deformation, leading to an upward trend in load distribution. Conversely, when $\Delta P_h > 0$, the deformation scenario is
reversed, with a more significant gap between the screw and nut raceway, leading to a downward trend in load distribution.

![Fig. 4. Theoretical results of contact angle and normal force variation](image)
a) The contact angle distribution  
b) The normal force distribution

Table 2 compares the theoretical results of the total axial contact deformation of the balls, denoted as $\sum \delta_b$, and the sum of the deformations in the screw-and-nut, which is expressed as $\sum s^1 + \sum n^1$. The cumulative elastic deformation of the screw-and-nut is significantly smaller than that of the balls, comprising only 0.1490% to 0.1677% of the total deformation. Consequently, when analyzing load distribution among the balls, it is reasonable to disregard the axial deformation of the nut and the screw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta P_b / \mu m$</th>
<th>$\Sigma \delta_b / \mu m$</th>
<th>$(\Sigma s^1 + \Sigma n^1) / \mu m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–0.5</td>
<td>432.3171</td>
<td>0.7250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–0.4</td>
<td>433.0140</td>
<td>0.7146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–0.3</td>
<td>432.5310</td>
<td>0.7071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–0.2</td>
<td>432.0105</td>
<td>0.6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–0.1</td>
<td>432.7167</td>
<td>0.6887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>432.2016</td>
<td>0.6809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>431.6891</td>
<td>0.6730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>431.3219</td>
<td>0.6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>430.7114</td>
<td>0.6569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>430.2062</td>
<td>0.6486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>429.7035</td>
<td>0.6403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 illustrates the correlation between transmission efficiency and lead error, comparing the model presented in this paper with Wei's [2]. The model introduced in this study aligns more closely with the experimental results, whereas Wei’s model exhibits a more significant disparity. As the lead error increases, the transmission efficiency experiences a decrease. Wei’s model yields a transmission efficiency error range of 10.92% to 63.85%, while the relative error range of the transmission efficiency calculated using the model in this paper falls within 0% to 7.42%. This observation highlights the substantial errors that arise when neglecting variations in contact angles due to ball deformation and the assumption of uniform force applied to each ball.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the transmission efficiency and the friction torque with lead error increase. As the lead error gradually increases, the friction torque exhibits an upward trend. This is due to a lead error causing uneven load distribution within the ball screw, resulting in increased friction. Conversely, as the lead error increases, the transmission efficiency gradually decreases. Lead error leads to system instability in the ball screw, increasing energy losses, reflected by a gradual decline in transmission efficiency on the graph. These trends illustrate the
significant impact of lead error on ball screw performance. Also, the position of the crossover point of the transmission efficiency and the friction torque can guide engineers in selecting appropriate design parameters to achieve the desired friction and transmission efficiency, facilitating the optimization of the ball screw system design.

5. Conclusions

A comprehensive efficiency model has been developed to analyze ball screws, considering lead error. This research underscores the substantial influence of lead error on ball screw performance. The presence of lead error results in non-uniform contact angles between balls and raceways, leading to uneven load distribution, which, in turn, contributes to increased friction torque and transmission efficiency decreases.

With the increase in lead error, the friction torque and transmission efficiency exhibit significant variations. Hence, it is imperative to consider and control lead error when designing and utilizing ball screw systems. This study highlights the critical role of maintaining low lead error to maximize ball screw efficiency.

In summary, this research provides crucial insights into the effects of lead error on ball screw performance, underscoring the importance of lead error management for achieving optimal system performance and efficiency.
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